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IIndividualityndividuality

 
of patientof patient



 
Doctor Doctor ––patient relationshippatient relationship



 
Conceptual models of diseaseConceptual models of disease



Conceptual models of illness Conceptual models of illness 
--

 
Biomedical modelBiomedical model



 
biological causalitybiological causality

 
modelmodel



 
Biomedical modelBiomedical model: : 

ReductionisReductionismm
LinearLinear

 
causality causality 

Cartesian dualismCartesian dualism



BBioio--psychopsycho--social modelsocial model



 
MuMultifactorialltifactorial causalitycausality



 
BBiologicaliological

 
systemsystem



 
PPsychologicalsychological

 
systemsystem



 
Social systemSocial system



HowHow
 

illness changes human life?illness changes human life?



 

Source of sufferingSource of suffering


 

Source of constrainSource of constrain


 

Source of threatSource of threat


 

Quality ofQuality of
 

lifelife


 

Secondary gainSecondary gain


 

Gain from theGain from the
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Autoplastic image of illnessAutoplastic image of illness

Same illness Same illness ≠≠
 

same processing of same processing of 
illness in all pillness in all patientsatients

Different aspects/levels:Different aspects/levels:

1.1.SensitiveSensitive
2.2.EmotionalEmotional
3.3.VolitiveVolitive
4.4.InformativeInformative

 
((rationalrational))

77



PsychopathogenisPsychopathogenis



 
development of nondevelopment of non--natural processes in the natural processes in the 

organism, where processing of organism, where processing of pspsychic ychic 

stimuli plays the major rolestimuli plays the major role
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I. PSYCHOLOGY OF PATIENTI. PSYCHOLOGY OF PATIENT



Objective findings vs. Subjective experienceObjective findings vs. Subjective experience



 
Objective findings Objective findings might be different from might be different from 
subjective feelings subjective feelings and experienceand experience



 
In diagnostic process In diagnostic process –– we have objective findings we have objective findings 
+ we explore subjective experience of the patient + we explore subjective experience of the patient 

OverestimationOverestimation

UnderestimationUnderestimation



Symptom vs SyndromSymptom vs Syndrom
 Disease vs. DisorderDisease vs. Disorder



 

SYMPTOMSYMPTOM



 

SYNDROMESYNDROME



 

DISORDERDISORDER



 

DISEASEDISEASE



A.A. Characteristics of Characteristics of particular diseaseparticular disease

B.B. Characteristics of Characteristics of patientpatient´́s personalitys personality

C.C. Mixture of Mixture of otherother
 

characteristics (social, characteristics (social, 

situational, financial)situational, financial)

Factors influencing reactions of patientFactors influencing reactions of patient





 
Limitations/consequenciesLimitations/consequencies



 
DurationDuration



 
Localisation of treatmentLocalisation of treatment



 
InvasivenessInvasiveness

 
of treatmentof treatment



 
Access to Access to apropriate apropriate treatmenttreatment



 
PainfulnessPainfulness



 
PrognosisPrognosis



 
PrejudicePrejudice

 
of societyof society



 
Social visibilitySocial visibility

A: Characteristics of Particular DiseaseA: Characteristics of Particular Disease



B: Patient PersonalityB: Patient Personality

= = individual integration of all characteristics:    individual integration of all characteristics:    
mental, physical, spiritualmental, physical, spiritual



 

Trait characteristics Trait characteristics = relatively stable, = relatively stable, 
permanentpermanent


 

Acute state characteristics Acute state characteristics = depends on particular = depends on particular 
situationsituation

Stability vs. InstabilityStability vs. Instability
Optimist vs. PesimistOptimist vs. Pesimist
AgeAge
Previous experience  (own or shared, complications)Previous experience  (own or shared, complications)
Conscious and unconscious mental processesConscious and unconscious mental processes





 

Working environmentWorking environment


 

Additional paymentsAdditional payments


 

InsuranceInsurance


 

Financial aspectsFinancial aspects


 

Situation of illness (painful procedures,Situation of illness (painful procedures,
hospital environment, isolation,...)hospital environment, isolation,...)



 

Secondary gain Secondary gain of disease/treatment: of disease/treatment: 
a.a. Attention of doctorAttention of doctor
b.b. Respect of familyRespect of family
c.c. Militar service (in past)Militar service (in past)
d.d. Avoidance (duties, work, ... )Avoidance (duties, work, ... )
e.e. MoneyMoney

C: Social FactorsC: Social Factors



Adaptation to Hospital StayAdaptation to Hospital Stay



 
AdaptationAdaptation



 
MaladaptationMaladaptation

–– ResignationResignation

–– Psychological decompensationPsychological decompensation

–– HospitalismHospitalism
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Illness = stressIllness = stress



 
Situation of illness = situation of stressSituation of illness = situation of stress



 
stressful sstressful situationsituations

 
are typically those that are are typically those that are 

newnew, unpredictable and uncontrollable, unpredictable and uncontrollable



 
Reaction of patient depends more Reaction of patient depends more on the on the patientpatient’’s s 
perception perception of that illness than on the illness itselfof that illness than on the illness itself





 
PhysiologicalPhysiological



 
EmotionalEmotional



 
BehaviouralBehavioural



 
CognitiveCognitive

Stress responses Stress responses 



Adaptation to stressAdaptation to stress

The Three
 

Stages of 
Stress Reaction

1.1. Alarm reactionAlarm reaction

2.2. ResistanceResistance

3.3. ExhaustionExhaustion



Modes of illness acceptation Modes of illness acceptation 
––

 
ADAPTIVE attitudeADAPTIVE attitude



 
RealisticRealistic

 
–– individuals who face their illness; individuals who face their illness; 

compliance with treatment, fast adaptation to compliance with treatment, fast adaptation to 

hospital environment and regime, active cohospital environment and regime, active co-- 

operation, coping strategies, emotional support, ...operation, coping strategies, emotional support, ...
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Adaptive attitudes towards illness Adaptive attitudes towards illness --
 Coping strategiesCoping strategies

1. PROBLEM1. PROBLEM--FOCUSED:FOCUSED:

Cognitive appraisalCognitive appraisal

Seeking informationSeeking information

AssertivenessAssertiveness

Learning new skillsLearning new skills

ExerciseExercise

Helping othersHelping others

Becoming involved in medical charitiesBecoming involved in medical charities



22. Emotion-focused



 
Social supportSocial support



 
Defense mechanismsDefense mechanisms



 
Sharing feelings Sharing feelings about illnessabout illness



 
Expressing anger Expressing anger or distressing feelingsor distressing feelings



 
Gaining emotional support through Gaining emotional support through religionreligion



 
Giving up unrealistic hopes Giving up unrealistic hopes of recoveryof recovery

Adaptive attitudes towards illness Adaptive attitudes towards illness ––
 Coping strategies cont.Coping strategies cont.





 
Hoping and praying Hoping and praying the condition will disappear the condition will disappear 
spontaneouslyspontaneously



 
DenialDenial



 
Obsessively focusing Obsessively focusing on details of the disorderon details of the disorder



 
BlamingBlaming

 
someonesomeone

Some other less helpful copingSome other less helpful coping
 

strategiesstrategies::



Modes of illness acceptation Modes of illness acceptation ––
 MALADAPTIVE attitude / behaviourMALADAPTIVE attitude / behaviour

SIMULATION SIMULATION 

AGGRAVATION AGGRAVATION 

DISSIMULATIONDISSIMULATION



 HypochondriacHypochondriac

 ScotomScotomisationisation

 TrivialisationTrivialisation

 SelfharmingSelfharming

 PathofilPathofil

Modes of illness acceptation Modes of illness acceptation ––
maladaptive attitude/behaviour cont.maladaptive attitude/behaviour cont.




 

excessive or problematic worryingexcessive or problematic worrying
 

as aas a 

consequence of which individuals becomeconsequence of which individuals become 

ddistressedistressed or dysfunctionalor dysfunctional

AnxietyAnxiety





 
aggressivenessaggressiveness



 
aggressionaggression



 
There are There are 44 formsforms of aggressionof aggression::

11.. IntrapunitiveIntrapunitive

2.2.
 

ExtrapunitiveExtrapunitive

3. 3. VerbVerbalal

4.4.
 

DestructiveDestructive behaviourbehaviour

AggressivenessAggressiveness
 and aggressionand aggression



 tthe he ability to accept the stimulusability to accept the stimulus, depends on:, depends on:

1.1. AAuthorityuthority of the physicianof the physician

2.2. SSuggestibilityuggestibility of the personof the person

3.3. FFormerormer experienceexperience

4.4. AcuteAcute subjective subjective statestate of the personof the person

5.5. On the On the regressionregression of the personof the person

SuggestibilitySuggestibility




 
effect of treatment that is not effect of treatment that is not 

attributable to the mechanics of the attributable to the mechanics of the 

treatment itselftreatment itself

 medical trials medical trials –– testing drugs testing drugs ((ddoubleouble blind trial)blind trial)

PlaceboPlacebo




 

psychological methods of reducing psychological methods of reducing 
psychic pain from mental conflict psychic pain from mental conflict 

 most of them are unconsciousmost of them are unconscious

Defence Mechanisms of PersonalityDefence Mechanisms of Personality



Defence Mechanisms of Personality cont.Defence Mechanisms of Personality cont.



 
RepressionRepression



 
SuppressionSuppression



 
DenialDenial



 
IdentificationIdentification





 
SublimationSublimation



 
TransferenceTransference



 
CountertransferenceCountertransference



 
InversionInversion

Defence Mechanisms of Personality cont.Defence Mechanisms of Personality cont.





 
DisplacementDisplacement



 
CompensationCompensation



 
IntelectualisationIntelectualisation



 
RationalisationRationalisation

Other common defence mechanisms:Other common defence mechanisms:



„„Everybody CAN talkEverybody CAN talk
...so......so...

why CANwhy CAN´́T we communicate?T we communicate?““

Communication Skills and psychology of examinationCommunication Skills and psychology of examination



DefinitionDefinition

1.1. Sharing of informationSharing of information

2.2. Giving and receiving of messagesGiving and receiving of messages

3.3. Transfer of information from one/more people to one/more peopleTransfer of information from one/more people to one/more people





 

it is the multidimensional processit is the multidimensional process



 

is concerned on healthis concerned on health--related issuesrelated issues

Health communicationHealth communication





 

Empathy Empathy 

= the key and most complex variable in = the key and most complex variable in 
communication communication 

= an emotional sensitivity, accuracy = an emotional sensitivity, accuracy 
of understanding. of understanding. 

= = Empathy is Empathy is notnot a a sympathysympathy

Communication Variables in Health CareCommunication Variables in Health Care



Communication Variables in Health CareCommunication Variables in Health Care (cont.)(cont.)



 

TrustTrust = accepting others without evaluating or judgin= accepting others without evaluating or judgingg



 

ControlControl = = personalpersonal controlcontrol

= = relationalrelational controlcontrol



1.1. Find out Find out What the Patient Already KnowsWhat the Patient Already Knows

2.2. Find out Find out What the Patient Wants to KnowWhat the Patient Wants to Know

Standard 1st Standard 1st step step = = to describe the risks and benefitsto describe the risks and benefits. Th. Then en let let the the 
patient to decide how much additional information patient to decide how much additional information he/she wants.he/she wants.

How to communicate with patientHow to communicate with patient



How to communicate with patient (cont.)How to communicate with patient (cont.)

3.3. The Timing and the Power of EmpathyThe Timing and the Power of Empathy

4.4. Watch the Patient's Body and FaceWatch the Patient's Body and Face

5.5. Listening and ParaphrasingListening and Paraphrasing

6.6. Slow downSlow down



How to communicate with patient (cont.)How to communicate with patient (cont.)

7.7. Keep it SimpleKeep it Simple

8.8. Tell the TruthTell the Truth

9.9. Leave the Hope Intact Leave the Hope Intact 

10.10. Watch the Patient's Body and FaceWatch the Patient's Body and Face





 

iis not just about the meaning of words, important are also other s not just about the meaning of words, important are also other 
characteristicscharacteristics of voice such as of voice such as speedspeed, , tonetone, , soundsound, , intonationintonation, , 
breaksbreaks in speechin speech



 

mmessageessage should be should be clearclear,, briefbrief and in and in appropriate timeappropriate time

Verbal CommunicationVerbal Communication



Types of QuestionsTypes of Questions

1.1. CloseClose--ended Questionsended Questions

2.2. OpenOpen--ended Questionsended Questions





 

HOWHOW and and WHATWHAT questions (95% of them are openquestions (95% of them are open--ended)ended)



 

to encourage the patient to discuss issues furtherto encourage the patient to discuss issues further

The Role of OpenThe Role of Open--ended Questionsended Questions





 

They elicit a short, focused answer like They elicit a short, focused answer like „„yesyes““, , „„nono““, , „„ sometimessometimes““, , „„4 4 
yearsyears““,...,...



 

Surprisingly, more information could be elicited faster by usingSurprisingly, more information could be elicited faster by using openopen-- 
ended question ended question 

The Role of Closed QuestionsThe Role of Closed Questions





 

IncludesIncludes allall wewe manifestmanifest withoutwithout speakispeakingng andand alsoalso duringduring speechspeech 

excluding speechexcluding speech itselfitself

NonNon--verbal Communicationverbal Communication



KinesicsKinesics = body motion as a form of= body motion as a form of communicationcommunication

1. 1. GesturesGestures

2. 2. Facial ExpressionsFacial Expressions

3. 3. Gaze or eye movementGaze or eye movement

NonNon--verbal Communication Systemverbal Communication System





 

ProxemicsProxemics

= territoriality and personal space= territoriality and personal space
= distance = distance –– intimate/personal/social/intimate/personal/social/

publicpublic

NonNon--verbal Communication Systemverbal Communication System





 

ParalinguisticsParalinguistics = vocal sounds that accompany = vocal sounds that accompany 
spoken verbal communicationspoken verbal communication



 

TouchTouch (hand shake, touching shoulder, hug,...) (hand shake, touching shoulder, hug,...) –– 
gender, sociokultural factors, type, locationgender, sociokultural factors, type, location

NonNon--verbal Communication Systemverbal Communication System





 

HandHand--wringingwringing


 

FistFist--clenchingclenching


 

TeethTeeth--clenchingclenching


 

LipLip--bitingbiting


 

Wincing eyesWincing eyes


 

Fidgeting with clothing, Fidgeting with clothing, 
jewelryjewelry



 

Leg or footLeg or foot--shakingshaking


 

FingerFinger--tappingtapping


 

Blushing/flushingBlushing/flushing


 

White as a ghostWhite as a ghost


 

Falling asleepFalling asleep


 

Hyperventilating or other Hyperventilating or other 
irregular breathingirregular breathing



 

Raising the eyebrowsRaising the eyebrows



 

Knitting the browKnitting the brow


 

Hand covering mouth, eyes, Hand covering mouth, eyes, 
face, earsface, ears



 

Hand on chest or throatHand on chest or throat


 

Arms foldedArms folded


 

Hands in pocketsHands in pockets


 

Head turned away, up or Head turned away, up or 
downdown



 

Body turned awayBody turned away


 

Legs crossed at knees or Legs crossed at knees or 
anklesankles



 

Sitting at the edge of a chairSitting at the edge of a chair


 

TramblingTrambling


 

RubbingRubbing


 

Eyes watering of fillingEyes watering of filling

Body LanguageBody Language



 Nonverbal communication can occur through anyNonverbal communication can occur through any sensory channelsensory channel::

 SIGHTSIGHT

 SOUNDSOUND

 SMELLSMELL

 TOUCHTOUCH

 TASTETASTE

NonNon--verbal verbal „„talktalk““



Be careful in your interpretation of Be careful in your interpretation of 
nonnon--verbal communicationverbal communication

Tricky part of nonTricky part of non--verbal talkverbal talk



Examination



 

AnamnesisAnamnesis



 

Objective clinical examinationObjective clinical examination



 

Additional methodsAdditional methods



 

Diagnostic results/Therapeutical planDiagnostic results/Therapeutical plan



 

Recommendation for patient Recommendation for patient 



INTERVIEWINTERVIEW

A.A. PreparPreparation phaseation phase

B.B. Initial phaseInitial phase

C.C. Exploration phase Exploration phase 

D.D. Termination phaseTermination phase



Interview Interview –– important hintsimportant hints



1. The Opening1. The Opening



 

Stand upStand up



 

SmileSmile



 

GreetGreet



 

Engage in brief informal chatEngage in brief informal chat



2.  Asking2.  Asking



 

Start with openStart with open--ended questionsended questions



 

Avoid leading questionsAvoid leading questions



 

Avoid judgmental questionsAvoid judgmental questions



3. Clarification3. Clarification

Decrease ambiguityDecrease ambiguity

Use Use „„menumenu““ /structure of interview//structure of interview/



4. Facilitation4. Facilitation



 

Use Use openopen--ended questionsended questions



 

Say, Say, „„and then?and then?””



 

Repeat patientRepeat patient’’s statement s statement -- paraphrasingparaphrasing



 

Legitimize complaint(s)Legitimize complaint(s)



 

Give Give nonverbal encouragementnonverbal encouragement



5. Reflection5. Reflection



 

ObserveObserve verbal and nonverbal verbal and nonverbal cuescues



 

ReflectReflect with empathywith empathy



 

Pause and Pause and actively listenactively listen



6. Confrontation6. Confrontation



 

State the State the factsfacts



 

EmpathizeEmpathize



 

EncourageEncourage the patientthe patient



7. Summarization7. Summarization



 

Minimizes discrepanciesMinimizes discrepancies



 

Assures Assures attentionattention



 

Helps to Helps to focusfocus



 

Improves Improves compliancecompliance



8. The Physical Exam8. The Physical Exam



 

ExplainExplain what and howwhat and how



 

Get Get approvalapproval



 

Provide Provide covercover



 

Have a Have a chaperonchaperon if neededif needed



9. Congruence9. Congruence



 

Consistent verbal and body languageConsistent verbal and body language



 

Consistent verbal and paralanguageConsistent verbal and paralanguage



10. Negotiation10. Negotiation

Respectfully:Respectfully:

ExploreExplore beliefs and expectationsbeliefs and expectations

AcknowledgeAcknowledge beliefs and expectationsbeliefs and expectations

AddressAddress beliefs and expectationsbeliefs and expectations



11. The Closing11. The Closing

When seated:When seated:

ExplainExplain in clear languagein clear language

EncourageEncourage clarificationclarification

CheckCheck for understandingfor understanding


